Young children aren’t known for their ability to wait. It’s not yet a part of their skill set.
But since there will be plenty of waiting in life – think grocery lines, post office lines,
and the line at the Department of Motor Vehicles – the ability to wait is one children
will have to acquire.

However, as is the case with sitting, just instructing them to do so isn’t the way to go.
The children may obey you, but all they’ve really learned is to be obedient and
compliant. And perhaps resentful! No, if we want them to learn to wait with grace, we
have to tap into their intrinsic motivation – their desire to do something because it is
personally rewarding, not because it’s being rewarded from the outside – for instance,
with compliments or stickers.
As I’ve said on more than one occasion, nothing motivates a young child like fun!
That’s where circle games come in. When children are playing a game that they and
everyone else are enjoying – and it involves waiting a turn – they can display
extraordinary patience.

Each time you play this game, another child starts it.

Other possibilities include passing a face (making a face that each child must take a
turn imitating until it comes back to you), passing a movement (performing a simple
action – for example, a jump, or bending and straightening the knees), or passing a
rhythm (for instance, clapping a simple one-two beat).
With games like these, the children won’t even be thinking about waiting. They may
be eagerly anticipating their turn, but for the most part their interest will lie in whether
or not the word, face, movement, or rhythm is exactly the same from person to
person.

To add even greater challenge to the activity – and promote the development of handeye coordination – give each child a spoon. With the children standing in a circle, one
child holds the spoon with a marble (or another small item) in it and passes it to the
spoon being held by the child to her right or left. The process continues until the
marble has come full circle!

My favorite of all the passing games is Pass a Laugh!
When children understand that everyone gets a turn, they learn to wait for theirs! And
because the learning was acquired in a playful way – rather than being imposed on
them – it’s the kind of learning that will last!
Book Recommendations:
Waiting Is Not Easy by Mo Willems
Waiting by Kevin Henkes

Bonus Activity:
Over and Under
To Have: A playground ball or small beach ball
To Do: Stand in a circle with the children, with each child facing another child’s back.
Then pass the ball backward over your head to the child behind you. That child does
the same, and the ball goes all the way around the circle in this way.
Next, ask everyone to stand with their legs apart and pass the ball under the bodies to
the person behind them.
More to Do: When the children are comfortable with both ways of passing the ball,
invite them to do it in alternation, one child passing it over his head and the next
passing it under her body.
Curriculum Connections: Over and under are prepositions (emergent literacy) and,
along with behind, are positional concepts in geometry (math). The sequential
movement, down a line, is also a math concept, while the cooperation involved brings
in social studies.
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